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THE LAST TWO WEEKS…

Analyzing the digital society
Today: origins of the digital society

Wednesday: Digital democracy?

Friday: Information war

Monday: Big data and privacy

Wednesday: Wrap up



WHY THINK ABOUT “MEDIA SYSTEMS”?

Tools

•You are holding them in your hand
•There are many more beyond what we see…
•And we’ll see their origins in a minute…

Systems (or “architectures”)

•Broadcast vs. networked

Origins & the uses to which we put technology



DOES IT MATTER? KEY QUESTIONS

What happens to a society when its media change?

What about when its media system changes?

How do characteristics of a media system affect a 
society’s functioning?

Its culture? Its power relations? Its economy?



There have been past changes in media systems, 
such as…

Gutenberg’s press

The telegraph

Steam printing presses

Radio

Television

Satellite

But we do not yet know how the digital revolution is 
reshaping our society



ORIGINS OF THE DIGITAL SOCIETY

Where did the Internet come from?

World War II: Massive government investment in 
research

Manhattan Project

Bletchley Park



THE ENIGMA MACHINE



CRACKING ENIGMA’S CODE
Requires enormous quantity of computation to test all 
possible combinations of letters

This can be done by hand, but is very slow

Machines can do it faster?



ALAN TURING
1936: The “Turing Machine”

A mathematical concept; never built

But underlies the principles of computers



THE “BOMBE”

Invented by Marian Rejewski

Refined by Turing

Imitates the Enigma Machine



THE COLD WAR

1950s-1980s

USSR Advances in space and weapons

Nuclear arms race

Problem of Command and Control 
(C&C):

What if our hub of operations and 
communications is nuked?



ARPA

Advanced Research Projects Agency

1958 (President Eisenhower)

Government program

Mission: exploratory research

Arpanet: the Net that became the Internet

Late 1960s

àLater Darpanet (‘Defense’)



SOLUTION
A network architecture would be more resistant to a massive strike than 
a typical centralized hierarchy



GOVERNMENT SPONSORSHIP AND 
PRIVATE-SECTOR CONTRIBUTIONS

Development of Internet is example of innovation 
leadership by public sector

Private sector is masterful at innovation, but 
primarily in the near-to-medium term

àinnovations without near-term profit potential are 
challenging for private sector



Government is often leader at more strategic, 
visionary innovations
àThat’s what happened with the Internet

Example: in the 1970s, Darpanet managers were 
envisioning more widespread applications

Offered management to IBM and AT&T

Both declined, saying they did not see a future in 
the protocols



COMPUTER USE

1950s-1980:

Business, military, 

government use

“Mainframes”



EARLY 1980S



Software only

Licensed software to 
builders of hardware

Like IBM

Licensed to major 
computer 
manufacturers

Many software 
options

Software and 
hardware

All software must be 
specially written for 
hardware

Integrated, smooth-
running machines

Fewer software 
options



MACINTOSH (1984)

Graphical user interface (GUI)

(Stolen from Xerox)

Steve Jobs: “Good artists copy; great artists steal”

Mouse



STEVE JOBS DEMOS MACINTOSH



MACINTOSH

Graphical user interface (GUI)

(Stolen from Xerox)

Steve Jobs: “Good artists copy; great artists steal”

Mouse

But also: computers are getting

a new meaning
Apple, 1984



WHAT DOES A TECHNOLOGY MEAN?

Can a device have meanings attached to it?

Values?

Ideas? Ideals?

To many, the Internet meant the future
Possibilities of the future 

Let’s unpack



INTERNET INFRASTRUCTURE

The internet consists of many connected computers

More specifically, multiple computers are 
connected because they share data via packet 
switching running over multiple routers and 
switches that communicate via shared protocols



PACKET SWITCHING
Data are broken up into little pieces (“packets”)

For each packet, the network finds the most efficient route 
from origin to destination

Different packets may take different routes, allowing for 
parallel data transmission

Connections open, transmit a packet, and close: this allows 
them to move on and handle other traffic

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Packet_switching#/media/File:Packet_Swit
ching.gif



ROUTERS AND SWITCHES

Are the backbone of the Internet

Really, just computers set up to receive and 
dispatch traffic from others

Trace the route of Internet data: 
http://www.ip2location.com/free/traceroute



INTERNET PROTOCOLS

TCP/IP: “Transmission Control Protocol” / 
“Internet Protocol” 

The basic “language” or set of rules that computers 
on the Internet follow

It tells them how to transmit data with one another



SAN  FRANCISCO BAY AREA

What was special about the Bay Area in the 1960s-
1970s?

San Francisco

Haight-Ashbury

Silicon Valley

Stanford

Where counterculture 
meets high tech



HOMEBREW COMPUTER CLUB

1975-1986

Silicon Valley

Engineers, computer scientists, people who just 
thought computers were cool

People who were in touch with the Bay Area 
counterculture



THE WELL

The Whole Earth ‘Lectronic
Link

1985

Pre-Web!

Bulleting board (BBS)

Early idea of “online 
community”

Also some digital 
utopianism



HOWARD RHEINGOLD

Virtual Community: Homesteading on the 
Electronic Frontier
Active member of WELL

Coined idea of ‘virtual community’

What is a community?

Can a community exist online?



TURNER:

As a result, digital technology had adopted an ethos
of:

Freedom 

Liberation

Personal expression

Collaboration

Utopianism

Uniqueness (“think different”)



INTERNET AND WEB: NOT THE SAME

Internet: interconnected computers

Many services can run across these

Bulletin Boards (BBS)

Email

Usenet groups

FTP

Web is ONE of these services; HTTP

(one of the largest)



WORLD WIDE WEB

Sir Tim Berners-Lee

HTML: 1980s

Researcher at CERN in 
Switzerland

Server

Web pages

First web browser

1993: Web goes public



GOOGLE (FOUNDED 1998)

Larry Page and Sergey Brin

Graduate students at Stanford

Noticed that search results were really terrible

One reason: 

Many search engines relied on advertisers for 
revenues

Those advertisers paid for how many pages a user 
saw/how long they stayed on each page

à An incentive for poor search results



“PAGE RANK” ALGORITHM

Using the information in the network to deliver 
better search results

Google ‘crawls’ the Internet. Its ‘spider’ follows 
links from one site to another, recording which sites 
link to which other sites

And what kinds of text occurs around those links

Took significant computer power

But once running provided optimum searching



SEATTLE WTO PROTESTS, 1999



SEE YOU FRIDAY


